**Business Opportunities**

**Area Developers**

Area Developers benefit from WRSG in a multitude of ways unmatched by any other company. Our unique, extensively tested RubberWay product was first in the marketplace. When combined with the experience of numerous installations, quality and customer satisfaction are assured.

**Full Lifecycle Management**

The RubberWay product line is fully recyclable meaning it not only diverts waste tires from landfills but also can be recycled at the end of its useful life. This means that Area Developers can install the product and have residual income from maintenance services. Frequent contact with their customers builds relationships and generates new business leads and referrals.

**Certified Installation Training Programs**

These excellent programs are available through United Sports Surfacing of America, Inc. They combine comprehensive theoretical tutorials with solid and practical on site demonstrations. Taught by experienced and accredited professionals, the course is focused on providing you the skills needed to install with confidence!

Contact World Recycling Surfacing Group for purchasing and additional information.

sustainablesurfacing.com
Tel: (877) 288-0045
Similar to installing concrete, SBR rubber is thoroughly mixed with proprietary binder, poured-in-place, and troweled evenly over the permeable base layer.

A variety of brilliant rubber colors are available, so attractive patterns and designs can be created in the walking surface.

When special shapes or designs are required, slopes, mounds, and curves can be created to contour the surface. These freeze/thaw friendly, LEED compliant systems greatly reduce storm water runoff and use large numbers of waste tires diverted from landfills.

- Proprietary Polyurethane
- Colored EPDM
- SBR Buffing
- SBR Crumb
- Equipment Leasing
- Financing Options

**System Advantages**

- Reduces Operating Costs in Energy, Water, and Waste
- Handles Light Vehicular Traffic and Heavy Weight Loads
- Visually Attractive
- Regional Supply Outlets for Quick Ship or Pick Up

**Easy to Mix, Pour, and Trowel**

**Materials Available**

**Poured Pervious Rubber Pavement**

**LEED Credit Compliant**

- LEED SS 7.1 Reduces Heat Island Effect: By Thermal Emittance, Solar Reflectance, Permeability, and Tree Preservation
- LEED SS 6.1 Reduces Storm Water Run Off
- LEED MR 4.1 Recycles One Scrap Tire Per Square Foot
- Systems vary with credit compliance

Implementing imaginative technology and renewable materials, RubberWay offers a practical and distinctive solution for cities and urban developments to create a secure walkway or pavement for pedestrians while protecting and maintaining the ecosystem.

Contact World Recycling Surfacing Group for purchasing and additional information.